
Safei: EASY TO USE
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STINKBUG 

MAGNET 
B R A N D 

Choose a Location... Empty Trap ...
What makes the Safer® Brand Stink Bug Magnet so 
effective is that you can trap stink bugs in all life cycles, 
depending upon placement. 

1. Turn Trap upside down, preventing the stink bugs from
escaping or falling out of the trap.

To Attract and Trap Adult Stink Bugs... 2. Remove clear plastic top and discard stink bugs, the

Hang the trap onto a tree branch, overhang, or other area trap has caught. 
high off of the ground. 

To Attract and Trap Nymph Stink Bugs 
Place trap on the ground in your garden. Nymph stink bugs 
do not fly so placing trap directly on the ground enables the 
nymphs to crawl into the trap. 

Trap Assembly ...

The Safer® Brand Stink Bug Magnet comes fully assembled 
but requires pheromone to be placed inside trap to activate . 

Insert Pheromone Tab ... 

1. Remove the clear plastic top to the trap, simply by 
separating the plastic top from the base.

3. Using both thumbs, remove 'cone' top to discard
remainder of stink bugs caught in the trap, as illustrated
in Fig. 3 below.

Fig. 3 

4. Replace pheromone prior to trap reassembly.

For Best Results ... 
- Place trap on the soil in your garden to attract the2. Ope� the pheromone packet and remove pheromone from nymph stink bugs. 

protective packet.

3. Place pheromone in the ridge shown in the Fig. 1
and Fig. 2 below. 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

4. Place the clear plastic top back onto the trap and place
trap in desired location to trap stink bugs.

Manufactured for: 

Woodstream Corporation 

69 North Locust Street 
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(800) 800-1819

- Replace pheromone every 4-6 weeks as pheromone will 
lose effectiveness over time.

Replacement pheromone packets are

available at www.saferbrand.com 

Warranty 
The Stink Bug Magnet is warranted to be free 
from defects in the material and workmanship 
under normal use for a period of 1 year from 
the date of purchase. Contact customer service 
at 1-800-800-1819. 
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